Get Compliant: Mobile. Easy. Affordable

The key to better outcomes is better collaboration, which means interdisciplinary communication is a must. With a remote staff, this can be challenging, and compliance is at risk if they are text messaging—Text messages containing personal health information (PHI) can be read by anyone and forwarded to anyone—remaining unencrypted on mobile providers’ servers while staying on phones forever. The Joint Commission recently lifted a 5-year ban on text messaging, given the provider uses a secure text messaging platform. The answer is Secure Communication from DeVero.

Real Time Communication. Improved Outcomes.

Powered by TigerText™, the leader in secure, real-time messaging for the healthcare enterprise, Secure Communication™ sends encrypted Protected Health Information (PHI) from the DeVero EHR application to any device, enabling your care team to perform more timely interventions to improve patient outcomes. Conversations can be stored in the patient’s record, ensuring all care team members have access to the information.

Gain Control of Your Agency’s Communication

**Workflow Optimization:**
- Secure Communication everywhere you need it: inside the DeVero EHR, on your mobile device, or desktop. Messaging one-on-one or in groups; patient or team centered.
- Message alerts in DeVero and push notifications on your phone via the TigerText app.
- Edit and save communication back into the chart as a care coordination note.

**Compliance:**
- Ensure sensitive data is protected with a channel that’s secure, encrypted, and HIPAA-compliant.

**Total Control:**
- Maintain the total control you’re used to in DeVero—You know who has read your messages, and when they were received.

Call the DeVero Sales Team to Schedule a Demo: (800) 219-0664